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Many studies have investigated how to eliminate

image blurring caused by cardiac and respiratory

motions in cardiac single-photon emission computed

tomography (SPECT) and positron emission tomogra-

phy (PET) images. Cardiac electrocardiographic (ECG)-

gated SPECT and PET are established methods with

which to monitor the beating heart, which allows eval-

uation of cardiac functions such as left ventricular

ejection fraction (LVEF), cardiac volume, and the con-

traction indices. Consequently, an algorithm was created

to generate images that are free of cardiac motion, and it

has been clinically applied.1 Image blurring caused by

cardiac motion was eliminated while myocardial count

density was maintained. By contrast, some medical

devices can monitor and measure abdominal and tho-

racic movements during respiration,2 and a data-driven

algorithm to detect respiratory motion is also available.3

Therefore, clinical dual-gated myocardial perfusion

SPECT and PET image acquisitions could become

routine considering these technological advancements.

However, since organ displacement cannot be

accurately measured due to cardiac and respiratory

motions in clinical patients and precise organ move-

ments cannot be reproduced in an acrylic phantom,

algorithms and software for detecting respiratory and

cardiac motions are difficult to validate. A mathematical

digital phantom is a powerful simulation tool that can

evaluate the effects of cardiac and respiratory motions

on the quality of SPECT and PET images. A 4D

extended cardiac-torso (XCAT) anthropomorphic digital

phantom based on a realistic model of patient anatomy is

available from the Duke University.4 Cardiac and res-

piratory motions can be simulated in this phantom based

on gated X-ray computed tomography data, and ampli-

tudes and timing for each motion can be mathematically

controlled. We acquired virtual myocardial perfusion

SPECT images using the 4D XCAT digital phantom

through simulating medical imaging nuclear detectors

(SIMIND) Monte Carlo software5 to authenticate a

novel program that can evaluate ECG-gated myocardial

perfusion SPECT data.6 Figure 1 shows an example of

normal myocardial perfusion images derived from a

clinical patient and a digital phantom. The image quality

of the digital phantom was essentially equivalent to that

of the clinical patient. This is because not only cardiac
99mTc activity but also hepatic, pulmonary, and back-

ground activities in the digital phantom were considered

in that comparison (Figure 1A, B). Moreover, cardiac

and other organ movements were also represented. Polar

maps created out of data generated from the digital

phantom and the patients corresponded in terms of ECG-

gated SPECT functions such as perfusion at end-dias-

tolic and end-systolic timings, wall motion, and wall

thickening (Figure 1C).

The study by Zhang and colleagues published in

this issue of the Journal of Nuclear Cardiology evaluated

respiratory-gated methods to reduce motion-induced

blurring in myocardial perfusion SPECT images.7

Alternative time- and amplitude-based respiratory

curves can be used to acquire respiratory-gated images

from list-mode datasets. That cited study compared

respiratory amplitude (AG)-, equal count (EG)-, and

equal time- or phase (TG)-gated images acquired from

10 digital phantom models and clinical patients.

Acquired counts are typically limited in myocardial

perfusion SPECT, but appropriate count statistics can be
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obtained by image registration processing in which each

respiratory bin is registered to a reference bin. Zhang

et al. fit respiratory bins to the reference bin using an

affine and b-spline nonrigid registration method. Res-

piratory motion was reduced more in AG and EG than in

TG. Cardiac and respiratory motions will require com-

pensation to precisely determine myocardial perfusion

distribution. Compensating dual-gated PET myocardial

perfusion images with cardiac and respiratory motions

has improved image resolution, contrast, and contrast-

to-noise ratios.8 However, further investigation of rou-

tine clinical dual-gated myocardial perfusion SPECT

images are required, since very few studies have

addressed this matter.9

In addition to image-registration processing, respi-

ratory-gated imaging using a cadmium zinc telluride

(CZT) gamma camera might be promising,10 because

this type of camera has high-sensitivity detectors that

can monitor respiratory motion even during short

acquisition periods.3 However, myocardial perfusion

distribution differs according to the structure of CZT

and Anger gamma cameras, as well as the scan position

and time.11 Therefore, the quality of respiratory-com-

pensated myocardial perfusion images needs to be

confirmed for each instrument. Moreover, the applica-

bility of dual-gated myocardial perfusion imaging will

require multicenter validation studies using digital

phantoms and clinical patients. Normal databases for the

Figure 1. Examples of 99mTc normal myocardial perfusion distribution in a digital phantom and a
clinical patient. Apical, mid, and basal short-axis, and vertical, and horizontal long-axis displays of
myocardial perfusion distribution derived from a male digital phantom (A) and a 72-year-old man
with a low likelihood of coronary artery disease (B). Ejection fractions of patient and digital
phantoms were 62% and 61%, respectively. Polar maps of perfusion in ECG-non-gated images, ED,
ES, wall motion, and thickening (C). ECG, electrocardiographic; ED, end-diastolic; and ES, end-
systolic.
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calculation of summed stress/rest/difference scores

might be updated for dual-gated imaging, and the effects

of dual-gated imaging on normal values for LVEF,

volume, and contraction indices should be also

investigated.

Clinical applications of cardiac and respiratory-

gated myocardial perfusion SPECT and PET imaging

methods are just emerging. When ECG gating was

introduced during the 1990s, it was rapidly accepted for

clinical practice, which resulted in more quantitative

functional evaluation. The need for ECG gating is not in

any doubt. Respiratory gating is theoretically desirable

to reduce artifacts caused by complicated cardiac

movements, but the technology will need to improve

before it can become clinically applicable. A digital

phantom is suitable for dual-gated myocardial perfusion

studies to confirm the performance of a novel or

improved compensation algorithm for cardiac and res-

piratory motions. Since digital phantoms and Monte

Carlo simulation codes are widely available, the accu-

racy of cardiac and respiratory-gated SPECT and PET

imaging can continuously improve. Perhaps dual-gated

imaging will become commonplace in clinical practice

within 10 years, but quality, reliability, and practicality

will require enhancement in the meantime.
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